
 
 
 

 

August 24, 2015 

Market Commentary Regarding Recent Financial 
Market Volatility  
Many major stock markets around the world officially entered “correction” 
territory (defined as a price decline of at least 10%) last week. 

Some of the key underlying reasons that are driving this market decline include: 

China – China’s devaluation of the yuan led to other countries’ currencies weakening which is a 
negative for investors in those countries. The latest reading of manufacturing activity in China 
touched a 3-year low recently. This decline in economic activity comes on the back of extreme 
volatility in the Chinese equity markets, of growing skepticism about the true level of Chinese 
growth, and of declining confidence in the Chinese government’s ability to stimulate growth and 
calm markets. 

Emerging Markets – Certain emerging market countries are net sellers of commodities (oil, for 
instance) and the prolonged decline in commodity prices is having a fundamental impact on 
those economies. 

U.S. Federal Reserve – The Fed is sending mixed signals about its intentions for interest rates, 
but it does seem as if it may begin to raise rates in the near future. This could be interpreted as a 
negative by the financial markets. 

At this time, we are not making broad changes to our asset allocation positioning, but are instead 
looking for buying and/or rebalancing opportunities amidst the recent volatility. 

Environment/Landscape 

While some markets are down more than others, it was a difficult week in most global equity and 
commodity markets. However, as we have noted in past communications, market adjustments like 
this are normal, and living through them is an important part of successful long-term investing. 
Markets have experienced an unprecedented run without experiencing a true correction – we have 
gone 3 years without such a decline, after experiencing corrections in 2010, 2011, and 2012. 

Despite the fact that some fundamental deterioration is evident, it is also important to point out that 
there is continued fundamental strength in the U.S. economy and that Europe’s economic outlook is 
improving. The U.S. employment statistics are strong, existing home sales are back at 2007 levels, 
auto sales are robust, and S&P earnings grew in the second quarter after an expected decline. While 
falling commodity prices hurt some, they benefit consumers. 

Finally, investor sentiment has been extremely positive for quite a while leading to fully (or 
potentially overly) valued markets. This generally makes markets more vulnerable to negativity. 
Having some healthy skepticism embedded in prices is a positive. 
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Portfolio Positioning 

We have taken certain measures over the past few months to reallocate exposure to areas where we 
see less risk and more opportunity. Our fixed income positioning has been helpful in mitigating 
equity price weakness at the portfolio level. Our active managers are finding value in the market 
decline as well and have cash to put to work. 

Conclusion 

We don’t know how long the correction will last, as some end in hours and days and some take 
months to move through the system. The market may go lower before it stabilizes but, once again, 
this correction represents normal market behavior that is both healthy and extremely difficult to 
predict in advance. 

Rest assured we are watching closely for any actionable signs of fundamental change that would 
influence our positioning as well as any tactical opportunities. We encourage you to talk with your 
wealth manager if you have any questions or concerns. 


